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Panelists on Ethnic Hair Care Panel open up about personal hair stories
Alyssa Villaire
Staff Writer
____________________________________For a man who has lived in almost every region of the coun-try, nationally renowned visiting poet C. S. Giscombe still appre-ciated seeing wintery Wisconsin for the first time as he visited Lawrence to give a reading of his award-winning work.Giscombe, who is currently a member of the English faculty at the University of California - Berkeley, read several pieces of poetry as well as two essays in the Wriston Art Gallery, Monday, Feb. 18. He also held an open question and answer session to students who wanted to ask him questions earlier that day.Giscombe’s most recent work, “Prairie Style”, which won the American Book Award in 2008, centers largely on musings about race and geography in the Midwest. Giscombe focuses par-ticularly on geography in Illinois, Ohio and Indiana.Race is not a new theme in Prairie Style; it is a prominent topic in much of Gisbombe’s poet-ry. During the Q&A with students, Giscombe, who is of Jamaican descent, was asked if there are any moments when he is not pen-sive about being a writer of color.“No, not really,” he answered simply.Giscombe explained that geography is his own way of giv-ing readers a lens through which to observe the effects of race in drawing boundaries. Geographic boundaries are not just divisions of towns, counties, states or coun-tries. They also signify racial divi-sions.“My point in ‘Prairie Style’,” 
he explained in a deep voice, “is that it’s easier to talk about a prai-rie than it is to talk about racial variation, which is incredibly sto-ried and deep.”Associate Professor of English Faith Barrett, who orig-inally reached out to Giscombe and asked him to come to cam-pus, said that Giscombe’s unique way of examining the Midwest is what initially struck her about Giscombe’s poetry. As she analyzed the poems critically, Barrett said that she also saw uniqueness in his writ-ing style. “With Giscombe’s work, you still have traces in these poems of a kind of lyrical, musical poetic voice,” said Barrett. “The work is definitely inflected by autobi-ography, but it’s not conceptual poetry.”Associate Professor of English Karen Hoffman agreed with Barrett. “[Giscombe’s] writ-ing can be really expansive for students who are thinking about what’s possible in poetry. Because he’s so experimental, a lot of his work is making us think about how language functions,” said Hoffman, who also had one of her classes reading poems from Prairie Style in anticipation of Giscombe’s visit.  “He plays with genre,” she continued. “This is poetry, but at certain points when you’re read-ing, it feels like you’re reading an essay. And at [other] points you think, ‘Am I reading a dictionary?’”But Hoffman believed that it is Giscombe’s focus on the themes of the Midwest and race that would draw students in from out-
Lunar New Year celebrates the 
Year of the Snake in the Warch
The Black Student Union hosted about twenty people at the Natural Hair Care Panel on Sunday in the Esch-Hurvis room. The panel consisted of about ten students and Associate Professor of Anthropology Carla Daughtry. All but one of the panelists were female. The panel became a sounding-board for students to talk about hair history, type, style and health, especially within the African American community. The moderator, sophomore Brienne Colston, addressed the panel-ists, asking questions ranging from “What’s your personal hair story?” to “What is your definition of natural hair?”Colston said, “Our main goal was to educate through this event. 
For many of the panelists…talk-ing and educating and seeing dif-ferent points of view are really great when you’re doing a panel. It’s really great for the Lawrence community to come and see what we’re talking about and why it’s important.”While hair might seem like an unusual topic, Colston and panel-ists explained the historical sig-nificance in the African American community. She gave examples of events throughout history that signified the pressure to straight-en or alter kinky and curly hair types, since the time of slavery.Colston cited Melba Tollivant, who was fired from her post as an NBC news anchor in 1971 for wearing an afro hairstyle to cover the Nixon wedding, as an example. Daughtry referred to the negative media commentary about 2012 
Olympian and gymnast Gabby Douglas’ hair, as evidence that the issue of hair is still important and relevant today.Colston noted, “Usually we get, ‘Oh, it’s just hair.’ But there is a history attached to it, and there is a history that still affects us in the present.” The only male panelist, soph-omore Andre Augustine, insisted that hair is not solely a woman’s issue. Augustine commented, “Guys do have to deal with this kind of pressure, too…They told us, ‘If you don’t cut your hair, you won’t look professional, you won’t get a job.” Much of the debate swirled around the issue of ‘going natu-ral.’ Panelists acknowledged that there are varying definitions for 
Girls smile in a show of many traditional cultural dances at the Lunar New 
Year celebration open to campus and the community. See Full Story below. 
Eryn Wecker
Staff Writer
____________________________________
While Feb. 16 may be just an ordinary Saturday for many peo-ple, students from Korea, Vietnam, China and other countries cele-brated the most important festival in their culture—Lunar New Year. Professors, staff and students from Lawrence as well as kids, parents and family members from the Appleton community actively participated in the event, which was held last Saturday on the sec-ond floor of Warch Campus Center from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. The Chinese Student Association invited Associate 
Professor of Chinese and Linguistics Kuo-ming Sung and junior Yiming Jiang to write Chinese calligraphy on sheets of red paper. Freshman Songxiang Gao made tea in the traditional Chinese way to give people a taste of tea brought back from China.Holding the Chinese charac-ter of “love” on a red paper, fresh-man Laetitia Lehman-Pearsall commented on the activity, “I love the way Chinese characters look. I think they are really beautiful.” Upon learning that the character for “heart” makes up a part of the character for “love,” Lehman-Pearsall felt that the concept was really “poetic” and “special.” 
“I really like the calligraphy. I got my name in Chinese charac-ters. It is really impressive.” said sophomore Natalie Kelly.As an active student orga-nization in campus, Asia-A held a photo booth and opera show in the celebration. In the photo booth, people could change into various costumes from different countries and take photos in front of the background, which was drawn by members of the group. Instructor of Chinese Yu-lin Chiu was impressed by the opera shows. “‘The Monkey King’ is real-ly entertaining. I am glad that the 
Xue Yan
Staff Writer
____________________________________
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Giscombe plays with genre in 
his poems about the Midwest
See page 2
Panelists reflect on dealing with stereotypes about ethnic hair.
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New Year Hair Care
continued from page 1this term. There were also vary-ing reasons for being pro-natural hair: the injury and damage treat-ment can cause, the work that kinky hair can require and reject-ing the notion that naturally kinky hair can’t be attractive.Denissa Whyte said, “I just want to stress, first, the panel was not looking down on the people who don’t have natural hair. Our problem is when there is just one 
way. That only permed hair is beautiful.”Some panelists recounted negative experience with “relax-ers”—chemical processing used to straighten the hair—which can burn the scalp or cause breakage, as a reason for abstaining from treatments. Others saw it as an issue of hair health.Junior Julian Washington, President and co-founder of BSU, expressed his own concern over hair health. Washington said, “While it’s okay to want to have different styles or alter your hair the way 
you want, it’s also important to consider to what your styles or alterations are doing to your hair, as not to destroy. I think that’s what the whole natural movement is doing.”Whyte extended an invitation to the Lawrence campus to attend meetings. Whyte said, “Please, feel free to come to our meetings. They are Thursdays in  the Warch Campus Center. You don’t have to be black or consider yourself black to come…we want to see diversity at our table.”
group even modifies some parts to help the audience understand more and be more entertaining to the kids.”Instructor Chiu believed that playing “Farewell My Concubine” was a good decision. “It combines the singing part of Peking Opera and the action part together.” The actress who plays Yu Ji leaves a deep impression. “She sings really well. I was very touched by her singing.” She also appreciated stu-dents’ efforts in organizing this activity. “I am really surprised that our group of students can invite such a professional group to cam-pus, and the community is able to experience the unique style of Chinese opera culture.”Korean Culture Club invited a group of students, called Ulssu, from University of Wisconsin-Madison to perform traditional Korean drum. All the performers dressed in traditional Korean cos-tumes. Students at Lawrence were pretty impressed by the dance. “They [the Korean music per-formers] were really enthusiastic; that’s really cool,” said Kelly. As a Korean himself, fresh-man Suh Hyung-Ju was really impressed by the Korean dancing. “It leaves me speechless. I think it is really hard to get everybody to play at the same time. It takes my spirit away.”He also believed the Korean dance is beneficial in promoting Korean culture. “There is really traditional Korean culture, not 
only Gangnam Style, because everybody knows Gangnam Style. It would be good if everybody knows [the traditional Korean dance].”The president of Korean Culture Club, junior Jiyong June Shim, believed the celebration was a good way to better under-stand Korean culture. Shim said, “Especially in Lawrence, Korean culture is not very big. By partici-pating in these events, people can actually see the difference of East Asian cultures.”Nancy Truesdell, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students, who enjoyed last year’s Chinese New Year cel-ebration, returned for the Lunar New Year event this year. Truesdell said, “I just like to see students get so excited about the performances that we have.” She enjoyed see-ing the students, the Friendship Families and the people from the community.Lehman-Pearsall also enjoyed all the different cultures getting together to celebrate the Lunar New Year. To her, this cel-ebration was very fun and infor-mative. “It is a positive thing,” she commented.Timothy Schmidt, the Director of International Student Services, felt that the celebra-tion was a great opportunity to celebrate the several cultures that represent Lawrence’s stu-dent body. He was impressed by the collaboration among offices, Diversity Center, International Services and student organiza-tions in this event. “The collabora-tions in these organizations put together a very good event. Let’s hope for that wonderful new year,” said Schmidt.
side the English department.“What’s really fascinating in his work is that as he’s engaging these questions about how does language define and create bor-ders, he simultaneously infuses questions about racial boundaries and racial lines,” said Hoffman. “And, while everyone at Lawrence is not from the Midwest, everyone is now living in the Midwest, so for us in this community to reflect on our placement in geography and the landscape…it has a particular 
resonance for the Lawrence com-munity.”While many of the students in attendance at the poetry read-ing were English majors, Barrett believes that going to see events with guest authors and poets is something that should be taken advantage of by all students.“I think that the opportunity to hear a living writer read from his work really makes our read-ings of all texts seem more vital, more pressing, more urgent and more energized,” said Barrett, who brings in between four and five visiting authors and poets each year.
continued from page 1
Poetry
Rosen discusses the distraction of technology
Monday, Feb. 18, Dr. Larry Rosen spoke to a full audience in the Esch-Hurvis room about the effects that overuse of media and technology can have on our moods, attention spans and life-styles. He also offered suggestions on how to limit use and create better habits. Among other topics, Rosen discussed the problems of multi-tasking with technology, genera-tional differences with technology, disorders correlated with trends of use, the way the brain reacts to different forms of media and research he had done. Statistics, graphs, comic strips and video clips were included in the presen-tation. Rosen began with the genera-tional differences in technology use. He explained that the cur-rent generation, “Generation C,” is more connected than ever. He illustrated how the penetration rate, the time is takes for a device to reach 50 million users, has sped up dramatically since the popular-ization of the radio.Another topic that Rosen brought up was attention span and the commonality of switching between multiple web browsers or forms of media. He expressed that this can be detrimental for students’ ability to focus.  “There are a lot of people who claim, ‘Oh yeah, we can multi-task; it is very easy. I can do two things at the same time,’ and it’s true that you can do two things at the same time, but one has to be so automatic that you don’t have to think about it,” said Rosen. Rosen explained how tech-nology acts as an internal and external distracter for many individuals. He explained that people may be preoccupied with thoughts of media or social net-working even when away from it.   “The outside environment is easy—it’s your phone buzzing, it’s the television on, it’s the music in your ear buds, it’s any sensory signal coming in from outside. However, we are seeing this in 
all of our studies that people are constantly thinking things like, “I wonder if anybody texted me,” or “I wonder if anybody commented on that cool picture I posted on Facebook,” said Rosen. Rosen discussed common anxieties of being distanced from a phone or computer and gave the statistic that 67 percent of teens and young adults check their phones every fifteen minutes or less. He described the concept as nomophobia, the fear of being out of mobile phone contact. Rosen ended the lecture with different suggestions on how to “reset” the brain. He talked about the benefits of taking nature walks, exercise, meditation, bio-feedback, laughter, hot baths and “tech breaks”—a chance to check a phone or computer between intervals of intense focusing.Counselor Deborah Wetzel, M.S.E. discovered the work of Rosen two years when research-ing the psychological impacts of technology. Wetzle worked with Director of Wellness Erin Buenzli, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students Nancy Truesdell, Gaming Club and Psychology Student Association to bring Rosen to campus.“The reality is that technol-ogy is a part of our lives, and it is here to stay. We want to encour-age conversations as a community about all facets of our wellness. To 
do this, we must have an under-standing of what role technology plays in our lives as individuals, groups and a larger community. In my view, we should not oppose technology but embrace it,” said Wetzel. Junior Rachel Wittkopp found the lecture to be a “new approach to how we should look at technol-ogy, and how we should frame it as a means of both positive tool for creativity but also knowing its limitations and knowing where to draw that line.”Freshman Jessica Morgan enjoyed the lecture as someone who tries to stay distanced from technological distractions.  “I’m not really sure I agree that it affects our values, and it’s possible for people to over-use or abuse any tool or activity.  Keeping a variety and balance in your life is important and technology is just one among many things that peo-ple tend to over-use” said Morgan. Rosen is Professor and past chair of the Psychology Department at California State University, Dominguez Hills. He is a research psychologist, com-puter educator, keynote speaker and is recognized as an interna-tional expert in the “Psychology of Technology.”Rosen has written five books including “iDisorder,” released last year, “Rewired” and “TechnoStress.”
Laura Udelson
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Dr. Larry Rosen  discusses the problems of multitasking with technology. 
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LUMOS quizzes campus
As part of London Week, the Lawrence University Magical Organization of Students hosted a Harry Potter Trivia Competition on Tuesday, Feb. 19 in the Hurvis Room in the Warch Campus Center.  The trivia focused on the movies, the books and “real life Harry Potter”.  The trivia contest was divid-ed into three sections. In the first section, participating teams wrote down the answers to trivia ques-tions that were asked. Six ques-tions were asked during each of the three rounds. At the end of each round a team member brought up the paper that their team had writ-ten the answers on so that they could be checked for accuracy and tallied towards the overall score of the teams. The winner of this challenge was a team named Interhouse Unity. The prize for this section was 20 house points as well as an extra raffle ticket for London Week raffle. The second section of trivia was organized in a manner simi-lar to the popular television game show “Jeopardy.” The teams from the first challenge chose different point levels from different cat-egories, which included “Movies” and “Real Life Harry Potter.” The Wronski Feinters team won this challenge. The third and final portion of the evening mirrored another popular television game show, “Who Wants to be a Millionaire?” Only three players were chosen to participate due to time con-straints. The method of choosing 
the participants involved all those who wished to participate writing down all of the spells that they could remember on a piece of paper, which was collected after one minute and reviewed.  The participant with the most spells written down was freshman Meg Hyland with 13 spells. She and two others each participated in the one on one challenge. In the end, junior Dakota Williams won the prize of three lottery tickets, 75 house points and a special cup constructed just for this occasion. LUMOS became involved in London Week when Off-Campus Programs Coordinator Laura Zuege invited the club to run an event. It was thought that the affection that many Lawrentians have for Harry Potter and the associated world and franchise might help add interest for the London Centre and the week as a whole. Originally, the club was going to organize some Harry Potter—world related games but it was decided to do trivia instead. Currently, LUMOS is busy planning the upcoming Yule Ball, which will take place Friday, Mar. 1 from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. The ball will feature live music and a three-course dinner. The club is also working on organizing a campus Quidditch team. London week took place from Feb. 18-22. In addition to the LUMOS trivia contest, other events during the week included a screening of the movie “The Queen,” a London Centre Alumni tea, an informational meeting about studying at the London Centre and an English cuisine din-ner. 
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Post C. S. Giscombe presents poetry that 
reflect thoughts on the Midwest and race. 
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The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the 
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The 
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
personality supplements
Accidental Sexism
Specht Pages
Concert Etiquette
Do you and your girlfriends ever sit around the campfire and bond over stories of sexual harass-ment? Because, seriously, every woman experiences some form or another for 90% of her life. That statistic is a fact, at least in my mind. Whether you’re size two or 20, you get cat-called, whis-tled at, poked, stared at, prodded, spanked, licked, touched, grabbed, kissed, leered at and told to “smile, honey” almost every moment you’re on the street, in a store, in a bar, on the train, in class, at a party, doing your laundry, sick to death in a doctor’s office, etc. This, at least, has been my expe-rience since my curves fell into place at 13. And yes, men on this campus do it, too. It’s not just the creepers with graying beards and Budweiser jackets.I’m reminded that I’m female and therefore less than all the time by every type of guy.  Now, these men are usually strangers or boys you don’t know so well. They’re distant boogy-men, but they scare the hell out of me. When I’m walking down the street and some guy grabs my ass, it scares me. It doesn’t make me feel pretty, it pisses me off and it scares me. How dare this person invade my personal space just because he can? Somewhere along the line, men learn that it’s ok to treat women like this. More men than you’d think.I’m not strong enough to get a man off me. I can’t even get my 
boyfriend off me when I’m play-ing hard to get and he pulls me in to hug him. A hug. And that’s not even all his strength, not even half.So, if I’m not physically strong enough to push a man who loves me away when he has no intention of hurting me, how the hell am I going to defend myself against a man who doesn’t care about me while he’s trying to rape me? The guy I kind of know at the party who tries to have sex with me while I’m too drunk to stand, how am I supposed to get him off me when “no” isn’t enough? The guy who brushes past me, just close enough to touch my breasts or my ass or my crotch, what if he decided to take it further? What could I do?This is what I think of when boys stare at me too long or pay me a little too much attention. When I hear men, sometimes friends, talk about an attractive woman as though she was a walk-ing sex-dispenser, I get a little pain in my stomach. When a drunk man tries to grab me in a bar, I know he’s too strong for me to stop him, and so does he. That ability to take from women, the idea that a man’s desire is more important than a woman’s body, that scares me.Nobody likes to believe that the men they love, the best men they’ve ever met, are still sexist, but so many are. Our best friends and boyfriends often unknowing-ly participate in rape culture by talking about women like they’re nothing more than tits and ass. It’s such a typical guy activity that 
almost none of them stop to think about what it is they’re actually doing, and most don’t want to hear it when you tell them they’re being creeps. Since they’re not raping every woman they see, they don’t see themselves as sex-ist and they refuse to admit that talking about a woman in explicit sexual terms is anything more than fun guy-time talk.I remember complaining to a group of friends about a rather jarring encounter at one of the hometown hotspots between a promoter and myself. The guy was drunk and crossed the line. One of my friends, a great guy who was genuinely pissed off that I had to deal with that kind of behavior, and is a self-proclaimed feminist, said, “See, this is why I’m not having any daughters!” Initially I laughed; then I had a “holy shit” moment. What? What do mean you’re not going to have any daughters? So I asked him and he responded that he wouldn’t want guys talking about his daughter the way he hears his friends talking about women. He knows the way men think. Well, then! Why don’t you raise sons who respect women and then we all can have our daughters in peace?And then it hit me: Even the men whom we love, who love us, still practice sexism in low fre-quency behav-ior. It’s like a perpetual ooze that you can never quite get rid of. No, 
they aren’t beating us over the head and dragging us into the cave, but we live in a society that seriously teaches us that if men treat women like whores it’s just a whole lot better to have sons.The nicest guys out there still have a bit of sexism to work out. All of my guy friends comment on how bangable a girl is. It’s usually the first thing they notice. It’s not even the face or the eyes that I hear comments about; it’s always the naughty bits. It’s as if the only way men know how to think of a woman is in terms of sex. That’s dangerous. When that is the soci-etal norm, it’s no wonder that so many guys don’t think of rape as rape.The absolute worst is when a guy wants brownie points for not raping us. I know so many guys who think that the fact that they didn’t rape a drunk girl when she passed out is proof that they are nice guys. No, my dear boy. That’s just ethical behavior. Congratulations for not being a rapist, but you’re still a royal douche bag. It makes me want vagina dentata, stat.The problem lies in patriar-chal entitlement. A girl might be wearing an outfit to attract some-one, but who the hell said she was trying to attract you? And no, just because you saw her thigh does not mean you have a free pass 
to touch her body, to think about her in a compromising way, and it definitely doesn’t give you permis-sion to go inside her, even if she did smile at you.Talking about a woman like a sex object, yours for the taking, is a rape mentality. Really think about what it is you’re doing when you pick parts of a woman’s body and talk about them in terms of your fantasies. What about her? None of these guys stops to think about her preferences. When you talk about a woman like this, she ceases to be a person and becomes the sum of a few parts to get you off.The men who rape think about women this way. They think, “I want that,” be it for sex, power, revenge, etc., and they take it. Guys who talk a lot of shit rarely ever “take it,” but does that really matter?  Even if they aren’t physically raping her, words and thoughts matter. They’re exhibit-ing the mindset of a rapist without actually raping. It’s creepy.That should really freak you out, because what’s to say that words can’t escalate into action? It happens and it has happened to dozens of women on this campus and millions worldwide. 1 out of 4 women will be sexually assaulted in the U.S. in her lifetime. Those 
Micha Saxton
Columnist
____________________________________
Have you ever been at a concert day-dreaming about your capacity to ruin the show for everyone just by yelling or hang gliding? Well, all of us at Specht Pages have as well.Hello, and welcome to the celebratory thirteenth issue of Specht Pages: The true and supreme voice of Lawrence University. In this issue, we will be discussing the inad-equacies of modern concert etiquette. We will also give our recommendations for a new dawn in the concert hall and what we stand to gain from it. So sit back, relax and let us fill your mind with the propaganda and agenda of Specht Pages: The highest authority and representative of the people of Lawrence University.First off, allow me to speak on the few benefits that we at Specht Pages see in the current concert etiquette. Because of the calm and somewhat boring environment, it is ideal for thinking and writing articles for your favorite newspaper column. Also, it is conducive to taking naps. That is all.The current norms and expectations in the concert hall are generally not suitable for much of the population, with the Specht Pages staff being representative of that population. We would like to add that eat-ing and drinking—including certain “adult beverages”—should be allowed. If you get tired, there should be no shame in allowing yourself to drift asleep and there should be no ridicule if you need to walk around to 
stay awake. One change that we would like to see when the Lawrence Memorial Chapel—bet-ter known as the Chapel, but that’s another story—gets torn down or remodeled in 2038 is separate rooms—some call them sky boxes or executive boxes—with the following purposes: a sleep or nap box; a fitness center box; a fireplace box and a swimming box. A change that could be put in place now is designating the floor seating as “loud seating” where you can throw paper airplanes and beach balls, eat, drink and talk quietly; and “balcony seating” as a place you go if you want to behave like a traditional concert-goer and get the associ-ated aura. Applause should not be limited to the ends of solos and closures of pieces and dis-pleasure shall be shown if necessary with tomatoes and garlic. There should be places to perform silent activities such as playing chess and cards. The programs should have Sudoku printed on the back cover. Also, the use of remote-controlled helicopters shall be permitted and encouraged, and fireman’s poles shall be installed to promote fun and quick transportation from the balcony to the first floor.Finally, all of us at Specht Pages would like to thank Corby Johnson for her per-spective and help with the investigative reporting for last week’s column.“You heard it first at Specht Pages.”
See page 5
Kevin Specht
Columnist
_______________________________________________
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What was it like to be a part of the LUBball Family for 
these past four years?“Being part of the LUB-ballFam has been the best experience of my life. The family aspect of it is not just something we say, it’s something we live. You can see it on the court when everyone plays hard for each other. I mean I’ve never seen Ryan DePauw dive for a loose ball in my life, so to see him do that for us on senior night pretty much says it all. But I think really you see it the most off the court. Seeing all the parents with their cutout Conor and Scott heads in the crowd on senior night was unbelievable. It shows how much we mean to them even though we aren’t their children. It’s amazing to know that I could call any of these guys or their families anytime in my life, and they would be there for me. I think it’s safe to say there is no college basketball program that even comes close to the level of family we have here. That being said, with all these new friends, I’m not looking forward to paying for my wedding!”
What was your all-time favorite moment on or off the court?“My favorite moment on the court would probably be Saturday as the clock was winding down in over-time. I had the ball and dribbled it at half-court in front of the fans. We wanted to win so badly, and I know they wanted it for us, so to be able to let the clock wind down knowing what we accomplished was an unforgettable experience. Off the court, it is hard to single out just one moment, but I will always remember the times just hanging out with my teammates. Whether it was singing songs on the way back from road trips, making up stupid nicknames for people or watching the best movie ever made (“Pitch Perfect”) for the seventh time, I’ll just remember having a great time with my teammates.”
And just for fun, If you knew today was your last day on Earth, how would you spend it?“If today was my last day on Earth, I would definitely want to spend it with my teammates. I’d wake up and join Max Burgess for his usual five a.m. session of nude yoga. After that I would take a shower but avoid using shampoo for fear of Troy Miller finding out I had some and sending him on a Tasmanian Devil-esque rampage until he got it. After that I would have to get a quick Spartan workout in with my boys Blade Cullian and Trace Sonnlietner. By this time I would be a little hungry, so I would have Tyler Mazur and Tom Antosz whip me up some great breakfast. Many people don’t know this about them, but they secretly long to have their own cooking show on Bravo. I don’t think they can do it. After breakfast I would go to the Nation with my guys Ryan Depauw, Chris Siebert and Crazy Brain Gryszkiewicz. Spend a couple hours cleaning up on the tables, then head out for some lunch. As usual Chase Nelson will have a fresh kill of venison for us. I would enjoy it as Adam Breseman and Syd Borresson regaled me with whimsical tales of adventure in the form of song. After this I would head over to the studio to listen to another platinum hit being recorded by “Baggage Claim” Dewolfe. However, one can only ride so many rari’s so after a few hours I would leave. It would be getting dark by this time, so I would finish off my day by relaxing and listening to the whinings of our other freshmen, Conor Weas, Zach Riccuito and Jamie Nakitas, about their “problems.” Who cares, guys? Really. Then, to top it all off, I would lay down in bed and watch Chris Kellet Neenah High School highlight tapes circa 1994 until I fell asleep.”
SPORTS 22 Feb. 2013
School  Conf.  Overall
Men’s Basketball
St. Norbert *# 15-3 18-5
Grinnell * 14-4 17-5
Carroll * 13-5 17-6
Ripon * 11-7 13-10
Lawrence 11-7 13-10
Beloit 10-8 12-11
Cornell 7-11 8-15
Monmouth 6-12 7-16
Illinois Col. 6-12 9-14
Lake Forest 5-13 7-16
Knox 1-17 1-22
Hockey
 
Adrian 17-0-3 21-1-3
MSOE 12-6-2 15-8-2
Marian 12-8-0 13-11-1
Lake Forest 6-10-4 9-11-5
Lawrence 6-11-3 7-15-3
Northland 7-13-0 9-15-1
Finlandia 7-13-0 7-18-0
Concordia 7-13-0 7-18-0
Women’s Basketball
Cornell *# 17-1 22-1
Monmouth * 14-4 19-4
St. Norbert * 12-6 15-8
Carroll * 12-6 13-8
Lake Forest 10-8 12-11
Ripon 9-9 10-13
Grinnell 9-9 11-12
Knox 7-11 9-14
Illinois Col. 5-13 7-16
Beloit 3-15 4-19
Lawrence 1-17 2-21
* - Qualify for MWC Tournament
# - Clinch MWC Championship and 
top seed in MWC Tournament
Statistics are courtesy of www.
mchahockey.com and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Feb 22, 2013.
StandingS
Men’s Basketball: Senior Spotlight
by Jenny Angeli
Conor Klusendorf
What was it like to be a part of the LUB-ball Family for these past four years?“It has been absolutely amazing. Just to be able to meet all of the guys and hoop with some incredibly talented players was already enough to make it worthwhile, but the fact that they are all lifelong friends now has made this whole experience something entirely more than worthwhile. And the coaches, fans and families of everyone have been so great to be around, just absolutely amazing.”
What obstacles did you have to overcome to make your career here so successful?“We’ve had injuries, guys transfer, a few different assistant coaches, all of the normal obstacles in sports, but this year in particular, we had to bring the team together in order to put a run together in hopes that we could make the conference tournament. It’s heartbreaking and honestly a travesty that we didn’t, but we went out in a blaze of glory, doing things the right way, and that is something I will always be proud of.”
What was your all-time favorite moment on or off the court?“On the court has to be when Scotty hit that three ball on Saturday. I already knew coming to the gym that it was our day and that we were going to take it to Grinnell, but Scotty’s three just confirmed it, and from then on I knew nothing could stop us! Off the court there have been so many memories, I don’t know if I can just point to one! Also, I think some sort of charges, either from the student life office or the Appleton police department, would be brought against me if I divulge some our stories.”
Conor would also like to add...“Scott might be one of the biggest dorks I have ever met, but do I love the guy. From Colman 304 to Hiett 118, it has been nothing but a pleasure hanging out with and getting into all sorts of trouble with Scott.”
Scott Beauchamp
The men’s basketball team ended their season on a great note this past Saturday with a 114-106 win over Grinnell. The game was a nail-biter to say the least, with Grinnell making a 3-pointer in the second half with seven seconds left, sending the game into overtime. The Vikes were able to pull away early in overtime with some extraordinary plays and clutch free throws. Junior Tyler Mazur scored 20 points and had a game-high nine rebounds for the Vikings. Freshman Jamie Nikitas added 19 points for the Vikes and went 7-8 from the line in extra time. Junior Chris Siebert added 14 points and fellow junior Brian Gryszkiewicz picked up nine assists and five steals for the Vikes. While many members of the team played a great game, we have to acknowledge senior captains Conor Klusendorf and Scott Beauchamp, who played their last game for Lawrence. Klusendorf led the Vikes with 21 points, eight rebounds and three incredible dunks. He was also named Midwest Conference Player of the week. Beauchamp started the Vikes off right, scoring the first points of the game on an amazing 3-pointer shot, sending the crowd up on their feet. Both Klusendorf and Beauchamp have put in four years with the team, more often referred to as the LUB-ball Family. I was able to interview both of these fabulous players and hear just what these past four years have meant to them. 
actions originated as thought.Why don’t we start rais-ing boys who don’t touch unless they’re explicitly invited by the words “touch me?” People have to stop condoning the mindset 
that talking about women as sex objects is okay and that it doesn’t perpetuate the problem. To nor-malize sexism every day through speech and thought only makes it okay for some to turn it into 
action. Not everyone will, but many do. Men have to choose not to reduce women to sex objects. It’s a choice, plain and simple. continued from page 3Sexism
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A weekend of tough competi-tion in a series against Lake Forest College resulted in a win and tie for the Lawrence University men’s hockey team, earning the Vikings a spot in the MCHA playoff tour-nament.“We faced adversity in both games, but we stuck to the game plan the whole weekend,” said freshman Matt Moore. “We just kind of believed in one anoth-er.” Friday, Feb. 15, the Vikings hosted the Foresters at the Appleton Family Ice Center, where the stands were full of fans out to show support on Senior Night. LU’s players delivered for the crowd by defeating Lake Forest 2-1. Lawrence started strong, net-ting the first goal of the game 
six minutes into the first period. Junior William Thoren delivered the puck, assisted by senior Brad Scurfield and sophomore Patrick Coyne.The Vikes held off the Foresters for the rest of the first period and most of the second, but were hindered by penalties.; Deprived of a man too often, they struggled to defend their goal. Lawrence sophomore Kevin Killian was whistled for grasping the facemask at 13:44, and the Foresters took advantage of the power play to slip one past LU’s defense, bringing the score to 1-1.Lawrence stepped up in the third period to hold off Lake Forest and fight hard for the win. Junior Huck Saunders scored the final power play goal of the match off the assist from freshmen Rudi Pino and Steve Hughes at 8:29. A mere 30 seconds after, Lake 
Forest’s junior Mike Violette was called for tripping. Concluding the game with a score of 2-1, the Vikings were ready for round two the following night at Lake Forest.The second game of the series Saturday, Feb. 16, saw close opposition and high energy. The first period was punctuated again by numerous penalties. The Foresters profited, sinking the first goal of the game at 14:34 after freshman Brandon Boelter was whistled for elbowing.Lawrence retaliated before the end of the period, however, when Moore, assisted by Scurfield, scored at the 19-minute mark to bring the score to 1-1.Moore continued to shine through the second period when he contributed another goal at 16:50 off an assist by fellow fresh-man Logan Lemirande. But the Vikings couldn’t manage to hold 
the lead, allowing a game-tying goal at 18:21. The third period brought even rougher play, more penalties and no scoring on either end of the rink. Similarly, an unevent-ful overtime brought no results, drawing the series to a close with a 2-2 tie.Of note was freshman goal-tender Fabian Sivnert’s tenacious defense of LU’s net, as he totaled 37 saves for each game.“Goaltending was outstand-
ing this weekend,” said Moore, confident in the results of last weekend’s matches and feel-ing optimistic about upcoming competition. “These past couple weeks have been really tough because our playoff spot has been on the line, but we finally sealed the deal. We have a really talented team and we’re hoping to go far in the playoffs.
SPORTS22 Feb. 2013
The Vikings’ dedication dur-ing the last two weeks of prac-tice culminated in a fourth place finish for the women and fifth place for the men at the MWC Championships. Third place may have been the ultimate aim, but the team did not return from Grinnell, Iowa disappointed.As freshman standout Emily Flack stated, “We didn’t get third, but we tried our best. This sea-son paid off so much in the end. We wanted to drop time and we did that.” Flack broke the school record in the 100-yard and 200 backstroke.When asked whether she had a specific goal in mind for the events, Flack simply said, “No, it just kind of happened.” Flack knew it was all about giving her maximum effort and the school records were just icing on the cake.Apart from individual events, the women’s team competed in the 400-yard freestyle relay, argu-ably the most intense event of the weekend. The team included Flack, sophomore Taylor Winter and juniors Hannah Gabriel and Chelsea Hameister, and finished third in a stellar 3:42.66. This event concluded the weekend for the women, who ignored their fatigue and narrowly missed a 
team record in the competition. On the men’s side, the 400 freestyle relay team of sophomore Nick Craker, juniors Evan Flack and Charlie Mann and freshman Grant Wilke finished in fourth place with a time of 3:16.07. This accomplishment undoubtedly stands out among team events, as there was little buzz surrounding this event before the weekend. Two individuals who com-peted on the 400 free team—Evan Flack and Charie Mann—had out-standing performances in several other events. Mann’s 55.13 time in the 100-yard backstroke was enough for third place, while he took fourth in the 50-yard free-style in 21.79 seconds. Flack, on the other hand, led Lawrence in the 200-yard freestyle, finishing in 1:48.31. These were just a few of the many highlight-worthy perfor-mances over the weekend. Hayley Cardinal turned in phenomenal performances in the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke events, fin-ishing second and third respec-tively.Taylor Winter once again proved her durability and ver-satility by capturing second place in the 1650-yard freestyle (17:48.69) and 500-yard freestyle (5:08.39), and Hannah Gabriel fol-lowed suit as she took second in the 200-yard freestyle with an impressive 1:57.80.
Enough with the individual results already. It’s time to talk about the team as whole. With this in mind, we’ll have to turn back to Emily Flack.When asked about the overall the atmosphere of the team, she responded, “The whole team was supportive of everyone, always cheering for each other and sup-portive of other teams as well.”
When Lawrence knew a top finish was out of their reach, they applauded the effort of opposing teams, which speaks directly to the character of the team. In the end, the Lawrence women finished with a total of 408 points, while the men tallied 291. Grinnell College won on both sides with top-notch performanc-es across the board.
The Vikings will lose two of their team captains—Julia Heller and Caleb Stellmach—and fellow senior Jake Johnson after this year. It will not be the first time the Vikings have had to adjust to new leadership, however, and with freshmen talent rising in the year to come, the Vikings are on their way to a bright future. 
Swim team competes in Midwest Conference competition
Reid Trier
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Junior Evan Flack was a key member of the 400-yard freestyle relay team that captured fourth place. 
Photo by Paul Wilke
Hockey wins final series, qualifies for MCHA playoffs
Playoff Series
Lawrence   Vs.   Northland
Appleton Family Ice 
Center
Friday, Feb. 22 7:00 PM
Saturday, Feb 23 4:00 PM
Track Eastbay Invitational summary
The Lawrence University track and field teams competed this past weekend in one of the largest and most competitive meets in the region. In a meet the size of the Eastbay Invitational, it is hard to get a feel for how well the team did in general, as many of the teams are from larger schools with well-established pro-grams. That being said, the Vikings posted many personal and team bests, which made it worth it. “We improved ourselves in a lot of areas,” noted head coach Jason Fast. “Coming off of reading peri-od and also competing at a meet this size can be overwhelming, so all things considering I’m happy with our effort.”
The highest individual fin-isher for the Vikings was senior standout Rose Tepper. With her jump of 5 feet, 1.25 inches, she nabbed third place overall. Tepper, who has been competitive her entire collegiate career, is inching closer to her goal of 5’5.75”.“It is most likely that I will need to break my personal best of 1.67 m (5.575 ft.) in order to return to the national meet,” said Tepper about her desire to qualify for nationals, something she did when she was a sophomore.Other standout performances came from the throwing contin-gency. Sophomore Spencer Swick set a new season-best in both the shot put and the weight throw. His throw of 13.44 meters in the shot put currently stands as the eighth best throw in conference.Junior Brielle Bartes set a 
personal best in the shot put her-self, with a toss of 10.18 meters. Liza Girsova, a freshman from Busan, South Korea, set a new personal best by a quarter of a second in the 60-meter dash and moved into the top ten in con-ference. Additionally, freshman Clare Bruning ran a season’s best time by over 20 seconds in the 3000-meter run with her time of 11:21.74.Also of note was the relative success of the relay teams. The women’s 4x200 meter relay ran a season’s best time and is currently ranked sixth in the conference. The men’s 4x200 meter relay team took fourth with their time of 1:38.53. Along with the 4x400 meter and distance medley teams, they all will be looking to place in 
Alex York
Staff Writer
____________________________________
See page 12
The season came to an end for the Lawrence University wom-en’s basketball team (2-21,1-17) this weekend, as they competed at Alexander Gymnasium against the Grinnell College Pioneers. The Vikings put up a strong fight, but fell to the Pioneers 79-68 in a Midwest Conference defeat. Grinnell pulled ahead in the first half, taking a sizeable lead over the Vikings 28-15. The beginning of the second half did not look much different, as the Pioneers came out hot and tight-ened their hold on the Vikings with a 23-point lead at the 16:00 mark.The Vikings remained strong on the court, however, and closed the gap to just 13 points with 3:19 
left in the game. Lawrence came as close as nine points, but could not manage a successful comeback, as Grinnell scored nine points in the final 1:32 on free throws alone. Junior Amber Lisowe paced the Vikings with 19 points, fol-lowed by junior Alex Deshler with 14 points and freshman Patsy Kealey with 13 of her own. Kealey put up nine rebounds to lead the Vikings, along with eight from Deshler and six from Lisowe. The game against Grinnell wrapped up the 2012-2013 sea-son for the team, and the girls believe progress has been made. Lisowe commented, “I think our team has improved a lot from the beginning of the season to the end, and I am looking forward to what we can do next year. We had close 
Basketball coach resigns
Mackenzie Dwyer
Staff Writer
____________________________________
See page 11
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What led you into the art field?Well, it was one of the things that I was always good at growing up. In high school I took as many art classes as I was allowed, but I had the opportunity to go to Herron School of Art in Indianapolis, Indiana. I honestly walked into the build-ing and smelled everything and I was at home! It seemed like a really good fit staying in my home state of Indiana. 
How did you get into printmaking?My drawing professor got me into printmaking because he was also the printmaking instructor. Usually those mediums go into printmaking. People have a strong background in drawing because they translate really well. He sort of sucked me in, because I really like the idea of problem solving and the processes that are involved along with planning. My nature, I’m a planner and everything stemmed from there. My professor’s wife was a book binder and she taught me how to make books. I was a TA to her when I was in undergrad as well. When attending graduate school, I was able to create a book arts program because of my experience with her while also continuing in printmaking.
How did you arrive to Lawrence? After graduate school at LSU in Baton Rouge, it’s a strong teaching col-lege, so I was able to teach while I was there. I moved to New York City without a job and made my way and started working at the Center for Book Arts and adjuncting, teaching at a bunch of dif-ferent colleges like Pratt, Rutgers, and FIT, which I really enjoyed. I knew that I wanted a full-time tenure track job so I started pursuing things outside of the city because I knew that was what need-ed to happen, because they don’t offer up tenure track positions as well in large urban environments. I ended up coming to campus, loved the students and it was 
a really, really good fit and its been my seventh year. Things changed drastically but my family’s motto was we moved from the big apple to the little apple. It was a little bit of a transition but we are very happy that we made it. 
How was the adjustment, transition-
ing from a part time professor to a 
full-time tenured one?It was a nice shift because I was able to focus all my energy into one institution because back in New York I’d teach at four universities every semester along with workshops on the weekends and design work. I was hopping around everywhere and commuting at least 20 hours a week and it was really trouble-some, not allowing me to get as much done. Here, the resources we have avail-able and just being able to focus in on the classes that I have, and to have that be my entire focus instead of being so fragmented, I am able to get a lot more done. I am able to engage with the stu-dent more, too, which all in all is just a better fit. 
Where would you say you draw most 
of your inspiration in art?That’s a good one. I do look at vari-ous artists, mostly artists that evoke very strong emotion in their work, strong color usage, and also technical ability. I am really drawn to that. Socially, I have a husband and I have two kids, so my personal life is sort of melded into my professional practice in an unexpected way. I do a lot of support for the LGBTQ Community and also information ses-sions about alternative parenting and I know that doesn’t seem like it goes along with my scholarship, but it does now. The narratives that I put into my work have everything to do with me being a parent, living an alternative lifestyle, and that’s been really rewarding, I was scared to do that initially because you’re bearing yourself for everyone to per-secute you, but it hasn’t had that effect in a negative way. It actually provided 
a really wonderful educational tool for the general public. That’s been really amazing for me, that people have been so warm and receptive to information not only about my artwork but my family life as well. 
What other interests do you have, 
when you manage to find free time?Angry birds. Just kidding. I have a lot of activities that keep me busy with my hands. I will crochete, I like to garden; I absolutely love to cook. I have a new passion for that, being influenced while living in Louisiana. I learned how to cook down there. I’ve been experiment-ing with a lot of international cuisine. Spending time with my family as much as I can outside of the studio in Wriston. That preoccupies the majority of my time, but I am extremely active in my kids’ schooling right now. That definitely occupies the majority of my time. 
Do you have any further career aspi-
rations? I would like to keep pushing my artwork and having a stronger inter-national presence with the work that I produce. Two years ago we started the Paper Fox Print Making Workshop, which is a visiting artist program for the printmaking department. The workshop has been wonderful because I have been able to engage with my peers in the professional world by bringing them to campus. The students, too, benefit from that and the prints that they produce, we sell them and that helps generate income for future artists that come in. I want to continue to allow that to grow. We also started, last term, an artist book collec-tion over at the library. They’re all books that have been engineered by the artist so they have a very specific narrative to them. It has perhaps mostly images or text and they are all hand-bound. That’s been very exciting, to fill that col-lection as a resource for everyone, but also for myself to visit with pieces as a resource. We have them on campus as a 
opposed to running down to Milwaukee or Chicago or other places that are not very close for us, to be engaged with that.
If you had any advice to give to a 
Lawrence student concerning their 
education, what would it be?Don’t stress out so much. I’m proba-bly not the first one to say that. Honestly, enjoy your time here and try not to let the stress overwhelm you because there are just so many wonderful things students do take advantage of. Taking a deep breath and just trying to enjoy the pro-cess at hand, whatever that is. Whether it’s art making or physics, what have you. I think people often don’t take enough time for themselves, myself included. It really is a good thing to try and remem-ber and enjoy, and be engaged at the moment as a opposed to planning ahead outside of Lawrence or just being over-whelmed at what’s at hand. 
Secret lives of our profs:
Ben Rinehart, Associate Professor of Art Department Art and Art History
Sam Wagner
Staff Writer
_________________________________________
Photo by Mathias Reed
Listening to the Trees
The Outdoor Recreation Club (ORC) has one of the biggest email lists of any student group on campus. Their trips draw students from all the different subcultures of campus life, typically with a healthy helping of the usual, sort of dirty, suspects. No ORC trip is ideal—there’s always one tent, knife, or person (just kidding, Campus Life) left in the car, and sometimes it turns out that walking for a long time is harder than suspected. But a continuous consola-tion is the strong connections made with people you’ve just met through shared sto-ries, new inside jokes and collective accom-plishments. This sense of community has impressive staying power. People often stay friends with their tripmates, and ORC house gatherings make the Fire Marshal nervous at least once a week. An ORC trip to hike the streets of New York—however hilarious it’d be—would 
never have this same effect. The wild world uniquely encourages us to build community with our fellows, a value deserving of pres-ervation in light of the increasing tendency of the modern world to isolate individuals. A few weeks ago I wrote that being in natural spaces makes us aware of how non-anthropogenic the wild world is. This, I argued, gives us a much broader sense of the world and its communities. Being sur-rounded by rocks and sky and water and trees makes us vividly aware that humans are only a small piece of the world.But as we look outwards from our-selves, we also look inward at humankind and see how fragile and precious our fellow humans are in the world of rocks and sky and water and trees. In natural settings, we are much more capable of finding joy and connection with other humans. We are more empathetic and open to each other, because surrounded by pines, you realize how much you have in common with that the human walking 
next to you, even if they are a little sweaty or dirty. You have infinitely more in com-mon with them than a pine, as its presence reminds us. In non-anthropogenic places, you can’t take humans for granted. Our awakened capacity for connection is further fostered by the unique difficul-ties inherent to being in the natural world. Whole fields of experiential environmental education like Outward Bound rely on wild challenges to build community and team-work in their participants. Because these experiences are fully real with real conse-quences, unlike a simulated video game or obstacle course, participants have to rely on each other and the support of their formed community to accomplish goals. In nature, there is not only the inclination for connec-tion, but the necessity—very different from a modern world designed for complete self-autonomy. Even when we return to our towns, the natural world continues to foster strong community ties. Just as we are supported 
by the environment, we must return that support and protect these places and con-tinually seek more balanced human action. The earth is the greatest equalizing factor for human beings—no matter our econom-ic class, race, politics or any other divisive factor, we all live and depend on the same planet. Striving for lifestyles not founded on ecological degradation comes with con-siderable challenges. The tasks ahead are intricately involved in every facet of our modern lives, and when faced with that fact, it’s easy to become daunted, hung up on the inevitable environmental hypocrisies of your own life, paralyzed by the enormity of the task or your perceived inability to cre-ate change. But environmental action is not reserved for recycling saints—it includes every one of us, and to move forward, we can utilize the support, creativity and power of communities.
Chelsea Johnson
Staff Writer
_______________________________________________
Huddle up—Bears are out here!
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What in the world is “world music”? For record companies, perhaps it’s no more than a marketing catch-all, includ-ing any traditional music outside the Western world. There are even sub-genres ,like global fusion, world fusion, ethnic fusion and “world beat,” at least accord-ing to Wikipedia’s two cents on the topic. Marketable? Yes. But for Brian Pertl, dean of the LU conservatory, and Sonja Downing, Professor of ethnomusicology and co-direc-tor of LU Gamelan, whatever “world music” represents means a whole lot more.Dean Pertl and his association with LU and non-Western music stems all the way back to his years as an undergrad right here at Lawrence. He majored in trombone performance and, like most Lawrentians, he wanted to see the world and expe-rience other cultures. When he received the Watson Fellow scholarship, he decided to spend his time and funding in Tibet and Australia, especially focusing on the Australian didjeridu (didgeridoo). In time, Pertl became highly proficient at the instru-ment.After he finished his time in the land down under, his affections for the culture and its music led him to pursue a degree in ethnomusicology at Wesleyan and a Ph.D. from the University of Washington. After three or four years’ study, Pertl was asked by Microsoft to lay sample tracks of the didjeridu, and it was from there that he landed a job editing and selecting audio samples of non-Western music for the World Atlas CD-ROM. All the while, he kept lecturing, play-ing, and performing, and every three to four years he would come back and perform at Lawrence. He often expressed to the dean at the time that LU needed more diverse music to strengthen the understanding of Western music. In 2007, Pertl played a con-cert here that changed his career. From his 
performance in that concert and his new ideas, Pertl was offered the job as Dean of the Conservatory of Music.When he took on the position in 2008, Pertl found that not much was going on other than Professor Dane Richeson’s work with students in West African percus-sion styles. It was at this time that Sonja Downing came to Lawrence as a fellow. With the urging of Dean Pertl, D o w n i n g soon became a professor. Downing always had a passion for music. She majored in flute per-formance as an undergrad, but she also had a pas-sion for other cultures. Studying and perform-ing Balinese Gamelan allowed Downing to fuse these passions, and she became a member of the organization known as Gamelan Sekar Jaya. Remarkably, she toured in 2000 with the group in Bali. But she says this experience only raised more questions about the purpose and role of music in other cultures.Curiosity led Downing to seek out a grad school with a strong program in ethnomusicology. For her, the music of other cultures is very important in gaining broader connections to our own traditions. Studying the music of other people takes us out of our comfort zone and gives us an expanded sense of what people can see or hear as beautiful. To experience multiple traditions can be so helpful to a musician studying traditional Western music or any music at all. For Dean Pertl, study of the didjeridu has led to deeper appreciation and understanding of Western traditions.For those who are not aware, the didjeridu is indigenous to the Aborigines 
in Australia. The sound of the didjeridu is produced with the buzzing of the lips, much like a trumpet or other brass instru-ment. Capable of producing only one or two pitches, the instrument’s forte is the reso-nant amplification of subtle vowel shapes created by the player to achieve the sound remarkably distinctive of the didjeridu. Repetitive rhythmic gestures are also uti-lized extensively. As Pertl states poetically, “the didjeridu is about exploring within, diving through the universe of sound with one pitch.” This is unlike Western styles of music, which traditionally focus on the ability to play many notes—consider Shostakovich’s “Flight of the Bumblebee”.“Listening within” a single pitch is exact-ly what Pertl brought back to his play-ing as a Western musician. Deeper listening is critical to understanding other cultures’ pur-pose for music. These invaluable benefits of seeing and hearing the music and performers of other cultures are what make the World Music Series so important to stu-dents at LU.The World Music Series brings in incredible musicians from all over the world. Over the years, I had the opportunity to see the music of many musical traditions, but most memorable have been those that break the binary. For me, these are Cedric Watson and Bijou Creole, De Temps Antan and Red Baraat. When I saw these perform-ers, it was electrical. Students, guests, resi-dents of Appleton could not resist the temp-tation to dance. Some walked in expecting a forced experience and forced fun, but we all left sweating and panting like any weekend dance party on campus. These 
artists show classical musicians that music isn’t just about being profound or about technical prowess. For those who enjoy pop and dance music, these artists show that we don’t always need subwoofers and synthesizers to party. This is what excites me about the World Music experience at Lawrence.Sonja Downing says what is so excit-ing about the World Music Series is the wide variety of these groups. We see new instrumentalists playing their traditional music so organically. It is unlike profes-sional orchestras playing time tested sym-phonies and other repertoire.However, Dean Pertl says he has not lost the appreciation for these Western tra-ditions, but has grown a new understand-ing through alternative experiences.As for the growth of the program at Lawrence, there isn’t really a need for a major in ethnomusicology. Dean Pertl feels that the area is more suited for graduate school, yet more world music would always be better. He and Downing would love to bring in resident artists for longer periods of time in order to dig deeper into non-Western traditions. Downing encourages any students, regardless of major, to take courses in World Music, and there is no need to be intimidated. No musical experi-ence is required to understand the material because the concepts will open the minds of music majors just as much as anyone else. The same goes for Balinese Gamelan and Dean Pertl’s didjeridu lessons.Students should continue to discover as much as possible about worldwide cul-tures in this time of vast globalization and world markets. As for musicians, most pro-fessionals are versed in a wide variety of music. An open mind to all things new is the spirit of the liberal arts, and we should take advantage of the forward thinkers like Dean Pertl and Professor Downing that we have in our midst.
Tyler Kundinger
Staff Writer
_______________________________________________
Professors expand appreciation for ethnic music
Neal Falletta-Cowden, a sophomore here at Lawrence, is the current President of CADY—Confidence and Determination in Youth, a student organization. A unique group on campus, CADY doesn’t only try to enrich the lives of Lawrentians by expand-ing their college experience; they also reach out to the surrounding community to dem-onstrate what a liberal arts education can do for people at a younger age. 
Can you tell us a little about CADY? Confidence and Determination in Youth is a club dedicated to promoting the liberal arts education to children of elemen-tary school age (first through fifth grade). We do this by putting on an event once per term that has an education-related theme, such as Creative Arts Day or World Cultures Day. On these days, we bring together clubs from all around Lawrence whose topics relate to the day’s theme, and then we have them put on activities that educate and entertain the children. 
Why did you decide to join CADY?I joined CADY last year as a freshman because my sister Ashlan ‘09 had started the club when she attended Lawrence, and I wanted to continue that legacy in a way. It’s also a cause that’s important to me because it’s rare that children get an early exposure 
to the kinds of extracurricular things that happen on a college campus.
Why do you think CADY is important to 
the community?CADY is important to the community because it promotes the liberal arts educa-tion that not every high school promotes during the college application process. I think the liberal arts path is a great option for many people when they begin looking at schools, and while its popularity is growing, I don’t think it can ever be too early to start showing kids the way things work on this sort of campus.
As president of CADY, what are your 
hopes for the organization?As president of CADY, I’d like for the club to get a little more publicity or more people interested in what we’re doing. Most people notice that once a term there are a bunch of kids running around campus on a certain Saturday, but not everyone real-izes what the occasion is. Things have been going great for the club so far and I look forward to putting on more CADY days for kids to come and enjoy for years to come.
Just recently you held an event involving 
local students. How do you get local stu-
dents involved? We contact PTAs from the Appleton area and let them know when we will be putting on a CADY day, and we also have 
a solid group of children who have been coming to our events for years and continue to enjoy them. Some of the children who attend CADY days are the sons or daughters of Lawrence professors as well. Much of our local student outreach spreads by word of mouth, as well.
What was your most recent event and 
who was involved?Our last event was World Cultures and Languages Day, on this past Saturday, Feb. 16, and it involved Lawrence students vol-unteering to put on activities that our first through fifth graders could enjoy, and then other Lawrence students to lead the groups of children from activity to activity.
What are some of your activities? Some of the activities that were put on during World Cultures and Languages day included club Viva speaking Spanish with the children, teaching them how to dance the Salsa, and even smashing a piñata at one point. Other activities included Sign Language Club teaching kids how to say certain words and then playing games that required the children to do different ges-tures to spell words out in Sign.
What do you hope to achieve during 
your events?We hoped to have the children leave Lawrence feeling like they had learned more about world cultures and the languag-
es that are spoken across the globe. We also wanted them to leave campus interested in college life and the liberal arts in particular. I believe we achieved both of these goals.
And how did World Cultures and 
Languages Day go? Did the kids have a 
good time? Do you need more volun-
teers at your events? The kids were great, there were defi-nitely a few of the younger ones who every so often felt the need to sprint around the classrooms and jump over desks at certain points, but all in all everyone had a good time and went home having learned at least something they hadn’t known before. We had enough volunteers from around Lawrence help out during the event, which was much needed and appreciated. 
If you could say anything to the Lawrence 
community about being involved, what 
would it be?To the Lawrence community I would say if you get a kick out of working with kids and want to promote the Lawrence education, feel free to join CADY or help out with our events. It’s a lot of fun bringing the Lawrence clubs together and hosting the events, and volunteers are always appreci-ated. We can always use more volunteers or students interested in helping out in the organization part of the events or the volunteering part, so just contact CADY if anyone would like to get involved.
Devin Ross
Staff Writer
_________________________________________
CADY exposes children to liberal arts education
HELP THE ENVIRONMENT.
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Feb. 14-17, the conserva-tory opera produced Benjamin Britten’s 1947 comic opera, “Albert Herring.” The title’s subject is a grocery boy whose overprotective moth-er has left him bereft of social skills. He laments that he cannot be “normal” like his friends, Sid and Nancy. Aristocrats in the town elect Albert to win the virginal May Day award, as none of the females in town are deserving of it. Sid and Nancy slip rum in Albert’s drink at the May Day ceremony. He loses his inhibi-tions and has a grand night on the town with his newly acquired prize money. He returns to the town after they mourn his “death,” where he, with his new perspec-tive, stands up to his mother.The stage set was simple, but gave the stage a unique but adaptable spatial landscape. Lady Billow’s house was easily and believably transformed into Mrs. Herring’s shop in the first act. Octavio Más-Arocas conduct-ed a small chamber group of only thirteen. The instrumentation calls for only one of each instru-ment, so each instrument’s timbre had a unique role in the musical 
texture. The roles of the flute and clarinet were especially notable in Act II. The group executed the score very well, juggling the more tradi-tional yet quirky dance rhythms with flowing sentimental sections. They also encountered difficult passages that used more mod-ern approaches to harmony. Some whole-tone and slightly atonal passages were used to accentuate Albert’s awkward demeanor. The score’s interaction with the stage action was obvious in the score, but refreshingly not over-empha-sized in its realization. Friday night’s cast had a great chemistry and positive stage pres-ence that conveyed the humor of the play to their engaged and responsive audience. At times in the first act, stage microphones would have helped the singers’ volume and clarity. But the cast seemed to adjust by the end of the first act, conquering the acoustic deadness of Stansbury’s stage.Especially entertaining high-lights included a scene with Miss Wordsworth (Tory Wood) try-ing to teach the village children (Olivia Hemley, Katie Mueller, Samantha Feinberg) how to sing. At another moment, Albert (Ian Koziara) attempts to hand a bou-quet of flowers to Octavio, who must politely decline in the mid-
dle of his conducting.Friday’s cast performed superbly in the opera’s third and final act. Sid (Alex York) and Nancy’s (Kirsten O’Donnell) bick-ering was brought out musically through their contrasting vocal lines, which they balanced very well.Mr. Gedge (Daniel Vinitsky), 
Miss Wordsworth, Nancy and Mrs. Herring (Zoie Reams) collaborat-ed in a beautiful passage, bringing out their interesting vocal lines. This led into an ensemble chorus with various soloists from the cast all mourning Albert’s “death.”Britten’s work is ultimately a coming-of-age story, as Albert grows into his manhood by break-
ing from his innocence and mak-ing a stand against his mother. In order to display how much Albert grew within the story, the musi-cians and ensemble had to grow tenfold. They proved the tremen-dous amount of passion and work they committed to grow this pro-duction by the end of the perfor-mance.
Conservatory Opera presents: Britten’s “Albert Herring”
Cameron Carrus
Staff Writer
____________________________________
America’s Music series 
covers Latin Rhythms 
When I hear the word “mambo,” I envision the movie “West Side Story,” and with the term “hip-hop,” I think breakdanc-ing and rap, each of these genres inhabiting their own compartment in my musical library. The series “America’s Music” presented its third installment on Thursday evening, exploring “Latin Rhythms from Mambo to Hip-Hop” in popu-lar music. Through a lecture and two films, musical and cultural connections between these two artistic movements were revealed.Visiting Assistant Professor of Music Erica Scheinberg opened up the evening by giving a brief history of the mambo, which is a musical style and dance rooted in Cuba and specifically the rumba dance and music.The development of mambo is largely attributed to its loca-tion in New York, particularly in the South Bronx. Immigrants from Puerto Rico and Cuba brought Afro-Cuban sounds and styles to New York, which then mixed with elements of jazz, creating hybrids of each genre as well as completely new sounds.The growth of mambo follows what was occurring socially in New York in the 1940s, with ten-sions high between ethnic groups and low-income households increasingly oppressed by society. With audiences gaining interest in Latin sounds, leaders in the music community began developing indi-vidual sounds and ensembles that further spread this new “mambo” genre. The “Big Three” consisted of Machito, Tito Rodriquez and Tito Puente, each of whom helped shape this musical movement.Scheinberg elaborated on both the characteristics of its music, with complex polyrhythms 
as a “rhythmic backdrop,” as well as the importance of dance within this genre. The film “Latin Music USA” then told stories of how peo-ple of all backgrounds and ethnici-ties would gather at the infamous Palladium Ballroom to dance or watch trained performers con-nect intricately and fluidly to this music.Thirty years later, the South Bronx was again home to a new musical movement: hip-hop. Like mambo, this artistic movement was multi-faceted, with graffiti, breakdancing, clothing, speech and, of course, music and was reactionary to cultural tensions within New York neighborhoods. Also similar to mambo, hip-hop encompassed a range of ethnici-ties and the music became an “expression of local identities.”Hip-hop pioneers such as Cool Herc, Grand Master Flash and Afrika Bambaataa were influenced by disco DJs, soul singers like James Brown and Latin music in creating a new sound for the youth of the 70s, 80s and 90s.An excerpt from the film “From Mambo to Hip-Hop: A South Bronx Tale” highlighted Latin grooves and beats in hip-hop and chord progressions in the Beatles’ tunes, such as “Twist and Shout.” The location in the South Bronx, dance, influence of various ethnici-ties and social classes are shared qualities between these two artis-tic movements, which ultimately led to new voices in American popular music.The birth and growth of mambo and hip-hop not only high-light micro-communities develop-ing individual sounds that spread across whole cities and the nation, but also help us see the intercon-nectedness of musical traditions and ideas.
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Daniel Vinitsky performs as Tory Wood, Eric Smedsrud, and Jon Stombres look on. 
Photo courtesy of Ken Cobb
Gig for Guatemala raises money 
to support students in San José
The sophomore honor soci-ety Lambda Sigma’s “Gig for Guatemala” drew a crowd at the café last Friday night with performances by campus musi-cal groups. All the proceeds from this fundraiser event will bene-fit the San José Post-Secondary Education Scholarship Fund.The fund will provide finan-cial support to students in San José, Guatemala who may not be able to continue their education due to poor government funding for post-secondary education. The costs for materials and other program expenses will become more affordable for students in the community who most need financial help to reach their full educational potential.
Featured performers includ-ed The Appletones, Ryan Kottman, And How, After the History and Spaceship Pizza. Although this was a free event open to all, mem-bers of Lambda Sigma circulated among the audience, asking for donations. Donators of three or more dollars received a bracelet made in Guatemala.The Appletones a capella group kicked off the concert with playful, classy covers of Carly Rae Jepsen’s “Call Me Maybe” and Gotye’s “Somebody That I Used to Know.” Ryan Kottman, the president of Lambda Sigma, fol-lowed them up with some folksy Southern rock covers featuring guitar and harmonica, includ-ing Tom Petty’s “May Jane’s Last Dance” and Stevie Ray Vaughan’s “Pride and Joy.”After the History continued 
the mellow tone of the concert for a few songs until Spaceship Pizza hit the stage and amped up the energy a few notches with their bright and fun rock music, featur-ing electric guitar. Some of their songs included “I’ve Been Seeing Ghosts” and a cover of Sublime’s “Ball and Chain.”While waiting for And How to finish setting up for their set, the MC of the event, Andre Augustine, responded to audience demand to perform something of his own. Ryan Kottman joined him for a brief improvisational session on guitar and drum kit, received with enthusiastic cheers by the audi-ence.And How brought the concert to a satisfying end with their old-school, funky dance music fea-
Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Junior Alex Hammond performs in the Café with Spaceship Pizza.
Photo by Elizabeth Landes See page 11
See page 11
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Critic’s Warning: The follow-ing review is 100 percent praise. It is to your advantage to put down this newspaper immediately and read this novel.“In the spring of her twenty-second year, Sumire fell in love for the first time in her life. An intense love, a veritable tornado sweeping across the plains […] The person she fell in love with happened to be seventeen years older than Sumire. And was married. And, I should add, was a woman.”So starts Haruki Murakami’s short novel “Sputnik Sweetheart.” The narrator, identified only as “K,” is hopelessly enamored by Sumire, and traces her story of self-enlightenment and sexual dis-covery. What could at first come off as a contrived love triangle instead becomes a haunting, gor-geous and brilliantly paced piece of fiction.Murakami is one of today’s most celebrated writers, a para-digm of postmodern literature. His works concern seclusion and illusion, the lonely and the sur-real, the mundane and magical. He is a master of chronicling unre-markable activities in remarkable ways. His style is often comically deadpan and amicable, formulat-ing worlds that are at once down-to-earth and mystical.If I were to recommend a starting point for those unfamiliar with Murakami’s work, I would undeniably recommend the seem-
ingly insignificant “Sputnik.” In a mere 210 pages I believe it cap-tures the heart of who he is as an author. As things stand, it holds the honor of being the only novel I have ever read in its entirety in one sitting.“Sputnik Sweetheart” is calm-er than most of Murakami’s fic-tion in that it is largely realistic. Nonetheless, a trait of mysterious-ness flows through all of Murakami and it is definitely apparent here. “Sputnik” is as much a mystery as it is a love story. This, per-haps, is what sets it apart from the standard. The meditative prose of “Sputnik” delves deeply into the human psyche, speaking to the reader through strange and omi-nous images as much as through the tranquil and beautiful ones. Murakami isn’t afraid to deal with sexuality directly either. 
There is a sense of truth in his words, something uncomfortable and nebulous but undeniably true, that no other writer has been able to portray in quite the same way.A sample: “[We] were won-derful traveling companions, but in the end no more than lonely lumps of metal in their own sepa-rate orbits. […] When the orbits of these two satellites of ours hap-pened to cross paths, we could be together. Maybe even open our hearts to each other. But that was only for the briefest moment. In the next instant we’d be in abso-lute solitude. Until we burned up and became nothing.”Murakami appeals to so many people worldwide because his focuses—loneliness and love—are so universally appreciated. While other authors fall victim to shallow melodrama when dealing with these topics, Murakami cre-ates something much more tran-scendent and meaningful. He does this with no censor, just wonder-fully flowing words.In his memoir, Murakami compares writing a novel to plant-ing a forest. Although the forest he grew here is small, it is still a wonder to walk through.While I recommend all his novels, if you enjoyed “Sputnik,” I recommend next checking out “Norwegian Wood,” “The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle” or “Hard-Boiled Wonderland and the End of the World.”
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Murakami’s “Sputnik Sweetheart”
SPOTLIGHT
ARTISTTHE
It’s almost guaranteed that you’ve passed Camilla Grove in the campus center. She’s there, sitting behind the info desk, on almost a daily basis. While this young woman is a great re-source for all things campus re-lated, she is also a documentary 
film-making genius.In the past year, she has been working on a major docu-mentary about Lawrence Uni-versity’s Holocaust Symposium and is now well on her way to 
finishing a second project on the Hmong community in Appleton. Before she moves to L.A. or New York to become a successful 
screen writer or film producer, 
Grove plans to finish up her Eng-
lish and interdisciplinary film majors.
Grove’s interest in film be-
gan when she took a film adap-tations class in high school for fun. “I wrote a screenplay on the short story ‘The Lone Ranger 
and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven’ by Sherman Alexie,” she said. 
“It was the first time I really enjoyed doing something and knew I was good at it.”When she came to Law-
rence, she continued to study 
film in any dimension it came in. “I recommend any class with Professor Guenther-Pal. She’s amazing,” Grove noted. “Future students are really fortunate be-cause they’ll have access to more production classes.” Despite the long list of suc-cessful documentaries and short 
films Grove already has under her belt, the project that has meant the most to her was the 
short film “Lemonade,” which 
she finished during her college career.
“It was based off of a flash 
fiction piece I wrote in high school about two parents wait-ing by the window, with lemon-ade, their missing daughter’s fa-vorite drink. It meant a lot to me because every part of it was com-pletely mine—of course with the counsel of my classmates and professors. In many ways it feels like the starting point for me un-
derstanding what type of film-maker and screenwriter I want to be,” Grove said.Her most recent project is 
an eight- to ten-minute film with two other students, supervised by artist in residence and Law-rence alum Catherine Tatge. The Civic Life project focuses on the 
Hmong community in Appleton.“It’s on the tug of war be-tween Hmong culture and Amer-ican culture for the Hmong com-munity here,” Grove explained. 
“It’s about finding the balance between generations. The older generation doesn’t speak Eng-lish, and the young are getting Americanized. The fear of the community is that they may lose their culture completely.”The project is still in prog-ress, but Grove is excited to see the outcome. I’m personally excited to see the end result, as Grove and her group are doing 
exactly what film should do: providing insight into an aspect of life around us that we most likely wouldn’t be aware of oth-erwise.When asked about life after college, Grove said she’s “really scared but also excited. Finding 
success in film means working your way up from the bottom, taking assistant production jobs and trying to make a name for yourself along the way. So I’ll be taking a leap of faith after col-lege.”Her advice to new aspir-ing screen writers is simple: “If you’re interested, pick up a cam-era and start shooting stuff— and take film theory.” For Grove, the beginning of her present and future success started as simply as that.
Photo by Mathias Reed
Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer
________________________________
CAMILLA 
GROVE
Though it came out sig-nificantly less than a year ago, I have already seen “Safety Not Guaranteed” at least six times. That may seem excessive, or even insane, but there’s something magical and energizing about the film that keeps me engaged and intrigued. Not only was it my favorite film of 2012, but it gave me new hope for the future of the American comedy.The film focuses on three journalists (Aubrey Plaza, Jake Johnson, and Karan Soni) who go in search of a man whose clas-sified advertisement in the local newspaper seems to indicate he can travel through time and the consequences of their search. This simple but seemingly ridiculous premise is not only the core of the film, but a springboard for great-er meditation on time and how people change as one of the jour-nalists runs into his ex-girlfriend, played by Mary Lynn Rajskub. Perhaps it’s the simplicity of “Safety Not Guaranteed” that makes it such an effective and interesting movie. While many other directors might expand and inflate such a histrionic premise into something far more dramatic 
or overt, Colin Treverrow, whose history involved even smaller scale productions, managed to keep things contained and mod-est. Nothing ever gets out of hand, and every moment feels like an inevitable progression from what has happened before. All of the acting in the film is very effective, but Karan Soni, who plays the youngest and most timid of the three journalists, stands out from the crowd with an incredible sense of realism. It would be easy to allow a character so defined by nervousness and concern to 
Nathan Lawrence
Web Manager
____________________________________
“Safety Not Guaranteed” 
See page 12
CORRECTIONWe sincerely apologize for the misprint in last week’s article, “Almereyda’s ‘Hamlet’ provides a modern update on the Dutch prince.” We do indeed know that Hamlet is a Danish prince, not Dutch. Our deepest apologies to Professor Bond. 
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Up on the Bluff
A discussion of campus issues with Alan Duff
Beginning spring term, the Lawrence University campus will become animated with prepara-tions for the end of the year. Students will feverishly seek summer jobs and internships. Faculty will put finishing touches on their research plans, and departments will begin considering which students they wish to award prizes at the annual Honors Convocation. Yet, we at The Lawrentian—a staff of mostly sophomores, juniors, and seniors—believe that in recent history, Lawrence has failed to provide equal access to all the opportunities available to stu-dents in a given year. As we begin the annual process of awarding prizes, granting funds and offering experiential opportunities, we ask the campus: How can Lawrence improve access to opportunities so that students have an equal chance to benefit from the university’s many advantages?To begin answering this question, we have collected several different situations in which awards or opportunities have been granted based on limited applicant pools that inhibit broader student access. Sometimes applicant pools limit participation on purpose; but often, faculty leaders simply neglect to properly advertise the opportunity.For example, when the Honors Convocation occurs in May, several prestigious scholarships will be given on the basis of just a few applicants. Two of these, the Wriston and West Scholarships, given to a total of six freshmen each year, rely solely on faculty recommendations. While this method might have been a reliable way of finding good candidates in the past, we are concerned that some very qualified students are left out of the process needlessly. After all, how many freshmen finish winter term with faculty connections who think to submit their names to a scholarship committee? The Freshman Studies Writing Prize reveals a similar problem. In that competition, students must submit essays that they completed during their two terms of Freshman Studies. However, in the past, the only solicitation for nominees was an email sent to all Freshman Studies instructors. If you happened to be taught by a responsible, caring instructor who remembered to write such notes down in her planner, then you might have received the memo. If not, then chances are you heard about the award days after the application was due. Why should the committee rely on faculty when the award should be open to all students?Our final example is one that is approaching very quickly. The Summer Experiential Opportunities Grants application, which enables students to participate in unpaid ventures during the summer, is open now and due shortly after spring break. If you’re a careful observer, you probably have noticed many posters around campus advertising the opportunity. However, on each poster, there is very little information about how a student might go about finding an opportunity that qualifies for this funding. Additionally, plenty of students have summer internships which meet the requirements of this grant, yet only a few are aware that this funding opportunity meets their needs. We at The Lawrentian highlight these examples because we believe that when you become a student at Lawrence, you should be guaranteed equal opportunity. One day, every student here will begin a life in which “knowing the right people” matters more than the content of a résumé. But let’s make Lawrence a place where students are guaranteed fairness, no matter the size of the prize.
Last year Lawrence announced it was introducing overload fees. Students got angry. The university clarified that it was for incoming students. A great sigh of relief was breathed amongst the currently enrolled. While some concern was voiced for incoming students, their lack of voice was noticeable and allowed Lawrence to easily establish this policy. Now that they’re here and have experienced two terms under these fees, I feel it’s perti-nent to address and change this policy before it impacts their next ten terms at Lawrence, as well as all future students. Incase y’all were wondering, the Lawrence University Overload Policy states, “Students who are registered for more than 23 units (excluding ensembles) in an aca-demic term will be charged addi-tional tuition.” This academic year it’s been set at $1,104 per unit. Not, it should be noted, per class. That the policy considers ensem-bles and offers a scholarship for double degree program students is a relief, but it is still a ridiculous price to ask for a single unit. My problem with this policy is that it contradicts the adver-tised motto of “individualized learning” that influenced my enrollment decision to Lawrence. Consider the consequences of this policy. The total percentage of freshmen that overloaded this fall and winter term was fewer than at any time in the last four years and drastically lower in the last three years according to official overloading records. This means that the num-ber-one effect of the policy was to decrease the amount of Lawrentians who decided to over-load in their freshman year. While the data currently isn’t available on whether or not this trend will continue into the class of 2016’s third term, I’m confident we will see a marked decrease in overload requests in the next three years should this policy continue. In his book, “Thinking, Fast and Slow”, the Nobel Laureate in Economics Daniel Kahneman states the theory of loss aversion which is, like one would assume, that people are more sensitive to loss than gains. Even if someone wants to take a class and has the money, the cost may embitter them into avoiding a class. So what’s the point of this 
policy? It’s easy to call this a money-grabbing scheme by the administration and leave it at that. However, the amount of money they will get out of this policy is mere pennies compared to the larger amounts of money moving around this institution. The real reason, as I’ve examined through the direct effects of the policy, is to stop students from overloading. If ever there were a deterrent to stop a debt-laden college student from taking classes, it would be money. To what aims, I can only spec-ulate. Perhaps Lawrence wants all students to graduate in exactly four years and not be able to walk out early. It could be that there were too many students who were losing hours of sleep and suffer-ing mentally by taking 35 units. Maybe the print shop that makes diplomas gives them a discount if they order them all at the same time. I can only speculate, but I think all of these reasons don’t justify taking away a promise to provide students with an individ-ualized learning experience. For students to declare they want to take 15 units one term and 27 the next without any addi-tional financial burden is in the spirit of this university. This is Lawrence: where students can self-design a major or take an independent study on almost any topic; where students can do graduate-level research as under-grads; and where class sizes are small enough for professors to know everyone’s name. Price should not bar one from taking the classes they want to take, when they want to. Most students just don’t overload for the fun of it. Sometimes class schedules at a small school like Lawrence are more constrained than one would like. On top of that, life happens. If a student has to drop a class or two due to extenuating circumstances, in the past they would have had the opportunity to make this up by overloading in later terms. Now they are punished financially. I hope that the administra-tion considers the reasons that students overload, and if they are unwilling to remove the fee, at least adjust it for the 2013-2014 academic years to a more reason-able price. Freshman, should you wish to overload during your time at Lawrence, I urge you to ask that this policy be changed. It’s your money, not mine. 
Equal Access to Opportunity Impact of overload fee
You know exactly what I’m talking about. You found this newspaper sitting next to one of these poor little guys.  You passed by one sitting on a trash container. You shoved one in the corner of a practice room.  You threw one on the ground to die alone: homeless, shivering and shattered. A blue cup without a friend in the world.Wait, do you think I’m joking? I’m not.  I really need to talk to you about this; because this has got-ten way out of hand. I asked Julie Severance, the General Manager of Bon Appétit at Lawrence. Do you know what she said?  She told me that they found 685 blue cups and 428 mugs in dorms and houses during winter break. How could you think this wasn’t a prob-lem?  How could you think you could hide this from me?Now, I know that you and your friends think it’s cute to 
post pictures of abandoned blue cups on that blog, “Cups Around Campus.”  Sure, you might think that you’re being funny, but you’re really just showing how serious the problem is.  A blue cup in the Kohler elevator? I’m sorry, but that’s just stupid. I even spoke with the blog’s creator. Don’t groan: she agrees with me. She called it a “tragic situation.”  And did you ever consider what this situation might lead to? I asked Mrs. Severance what this means financially to Bon Appétit. She said that even though there isn’t any effect on meal plan costs, they have to spend less on what she called “fun and interesting things” in order to buy new dish-ware.  I hope you know that you’re only making things harder on yourself.Besides, you were raised bet-ter than this. You know to put things back where you found them, not to litter, and to respect other’s belongings. We’ve been 
going over this for years. I can’t even begin to imagine why you think you can behave any differ-ently at school. For Christ’s sake, you’re an adult: would you mind acting like one?I sure wouldn’t want to live with blue cups and mugs strewn about, but I’m not going to clean up after you. You’re lucky that Troy from Bon Appétit collects the dishware left in residence hall return bins—you had better thank him the next time you see him. But he isn’t going to remind you where you should or shouldn’t put your blue cups. You’ve got to be more responsible.  I’m going to remind you that Bon Appétit sells reusable food containers. Just get one of those, and transport your leftovers in a considerate and eco-friendly man-ner. And if you’re going to con-tribute to “Cups Around Campus,“ consider the blogger’s request: “Maybe after people find a cup and snap a pic, they can be a pal and put it in a return bin.”  Okay? Is that settled?  Good.  Go study.   
Jon Hanrahan
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Campus cups feel blue too
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 “Manga Studies”
-Alfredo Duque
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 “Italian.”
-Alysa Levi-Dancona
Bob Trettin
Staff Writer
____________________________________Band concerts, choir con-certs, operas, musicals, live bands —one of the things that I appreci-ate most about Lawrence is the abundant opportunities to listen to a wide variety of exceptional music. It has been one of the great pleasures of my college experi-ence to attend a school in the midst of such excellent musicians, and it has become my goal to take advantage of as many of these musical events as I can.Due to my own minimal musical ability, I envy those in the Conservatory who are able to “speak” the universal language of music so fluently and eloquently. Because music is so prevalent on our campus, my appreciation for it has simultaneously broadened and sharpened.I am more receptive to a wider variety of genres and more appreciative of the artistry and skill involved, instead of simply listening to the noise. I also think my sense of what is good music is more acute due to the good music I am regularly exposed to at Lawrence. That has become my criteria: if it is good quality, I can enjoy it. In this way, I am indebted 
to the musicians on campus.There are certainly those who do not share my view of this significant aspect of life at Lawrence. Instead of respect and admiration, there is annoyance or disdain. I hear complaints about shower singers, dorm room prac-tice sessions and the incessancy of grumbles concerning music theory courses. These are all very minor things to be irritated by. I think we should be grateful that those voices emanating from the show-ers are often on pitch, or that the spontaneous renditions of “Happy Birthday” in the cafeteria are generally pleasant and often harmonized. As for practicing in dorm rooms: Well, those sounds are certainly no more bothersome than the excessive bass vibrations from a speaker system.There are also those who are unable to appreciate some of the music on campus because it does not match their own taste in music. I understand that music preference is subjective; howev-er, this is not grounds for repug-nance. At the very least we should be able to appreciate the talent and effort of the musicians, in addition to the courage it takes to perform.
One example of how music has been so influential for me at Lawrence happened last Saturday night. It was not a formal con-cert or a huge event in the the-atre or the chapel. Instead, it was Lawrence musicians playing of their own accord, displaying their talents for the enjoyment of oth-ers. The party at Greenfire fea-tured a few of Lawrence’s more underground bands, and I say “underground” because we were literally in the basement. The entire night had a spontaneous and organic vibe to it, which is perhaps when music is at it’s best—admittedly, the organic part probably had something to do with the location being the Greenfire house. The live music was easy to connect with, allowing for reci-procity between audience and band; fun to dance to; and made for an intoxicating, albeit sweaty, environment. After all, this is what music is: A purveyor of emo-tion, engendering feelings of con-nectivity. It affects. And, thanks to Lawrence and its musicians, I have discovered a deeper appre-ciation for its capabilities. 
In appreciation of student musicans
Daniel Perrett-Goluboff
Staff Writer
____________________________________Railroad systems have long represented the American dream of expansion and progress through innovation. Over the past several decades, numerous politicians have proposed the idea of devel-oping and implementing a high-speed railway system that would connect the country coast to coast. President Obama is no excep-tion, having promised during his first term to create it. He even allocated $8 billion for the proj-ect, though the federal funding was rejected by Congress. During his inauguration speech several weeks ago, Obama once again denoted his desire to develop such a system. The question must be raised, however, as to whether or not this idea is as beneficial as the American populace thinks it is. A high-speed railway system would certainly represent the dawn of a new age in American transit and infrastructure, but its implementation may not be fea-sible. Simply put, this sort of a sys-tem would present conflicts with freight railway systems that cross America in an intricate network. According to Christopher Barkan, professor and director of the railTEC center at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, developing a high-speed rail tran-sit system without destroying or harming Americas freight rail net-work is an issue that, as of yet, has no true solution. According to a report done by National Public Radio, high-effi-ciency trucks can move one ton of freight about as efficiently as 125 miles per gallon of diesel fuel. This number seems environ-
mentally heartening until consid-ering that the same amount of fuel in a freight rail train can move that ton roughly 500 miles. Once it has been established that it is in our best interest to keep freight mov-ing on trains instead of on trucks—in order to reduce our massive dependency on fossil fuels—, the picture of high-speed railway inef-ficiency becomes clearer. Developing high speed rail-way would require laying new track to replace the freight rail track that currently runs over 140,000 cumulative miles of American soil. This could be done over time, and would certainly revolutionize passenger transit—especially between major cities and great distances—, but would also pose the issue of relocating the products traveling on that freight line currently. The natural next step, if freight rail were replaced with high-speed passenger rail, would be to move those products onto trucks. This presents an immedi-ate issue in terms of fossil fuel con-sumption and negative environ-mental externalities. In addition to this, it would also provide a height-ened dependency on an already crumbling highway system.The development of a high-speed passenger transit system is, despite all these issues, an idea worth considering seriously. It could potentially welcome in a new age of innovation in American travel and movement. Doing so by replacing American freight rail lines, however, is short sighted. Ideally, our nation will be able to consider more carefully the effects of this ‘in with the new, out with the old’ mentality before any new track is laid. 
High speed railways
Innovative or ill-fated dream?
games against Grinnell and Lake Forest, which were our last two games. Last year that would not have happened, so we have made progress, and we are looking to make more progress next year. We have a lot of potential, we just need to put it to use.” The women ended their season with just one Midwest Conference win, concluding with a 2-21 overall and 1-17 conference record, falling to the bottom of the conference standings. As the Vikings work towards a better season next year, there will be some major changes. Head Coach Tara Carr has resigned, and the national search for a replace-ment has begun. This was Carr’s second season on the Lawrence 
coaching staff.In the past 37 seasons of Lawrence University women’s basketball team, there have been 23 seasons with a .500 or better record and plenty of success, but the program has struggled late-ly. The team went to the MWC Tournament semifinals in the 2006-2007 season, but won only four games the next year.In 2008-2009, the team could not manage a win and took three games in 2009-2010 before again recording zero wins in 2010-2011. Last year, the Vikings won one game against Knox, and moved up to two this year, along with numer-ous closely fought games.The team has their work cut-out for them, but with plenty of potential and a shake up with a new head coach, next year could be an entirely different outcome.
continued from page 5
Basketball
turing bold saxophone. They had the audience nodding their heads, tapping their feet, and some brave souls even led some dancing up front by the stage. They’re a good jam band with irresistible rhythms and great performance energy. The gig certainly seemed a success. One can only hope that donations matched the audience turnout, considering that Lambda Sigma was raising money for a great cause, and all the perform-ing groups urged the audience to donate. Congratulations to Lambda Sigma and all the per-formers on a well put-together fundraising event that generated genuine audience interest.
continued from page 8
Guatemala
Although no one ever associ-ates Leonard Bernstein’s mambo-esque music in “West Side Story” with the beginnings of hip hop, the layered and rich history of American popular music does lead to cross pollination of genres and musical identities.
continued from page 8
Rhythms
LU Film Club
Presents
 
PRIMER
A Film by Shane Carruth
Thursday, February 28 at 9:00 PM
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THE LAWRENTIAN has been in the 
midst of a hiring process. Please see 
www.lawrentian.com/apply for more 
information on available positions. 
 Email lawrentian@lawrence.
edu with any questions.
EvEnts CalEndar with Inanna Craig-Morse
Friday Feb. 22
11am: Magpie 
Thrift Store (1st 
Floor Warch)
8pm: Music: Choir 
Concert (Chapel)
11pm: Annual LU 
Drag Show (Esch)
11:58pm: Movies 
at Midnight “There 
Will Be Blood” 
(Cinema)
Saturday Feb. 23
3:30pm: Music: Vi-
king Choral Festival 
(Chapel)
8pm: Symphonic 
Band Concert 
(Chapel)
Sunday Feb. 24
3pm: Symphony 
Orchestra Concert 
(Chapel)
3pm: Film: “Half 
the Sky” (Cinema)
Monday Feb. 25
4:30pm: Summer 
Wilderness Field 
Station Informa-
tional Meeting 
(Kraemer Room)
4:30pm: LUCC 
General Council 
(Hurvis Room)
8pm: World Music 
Series: Peter Phip-
pen, World Flute 
Specialist (Harper 
Hall)
Tuesday Feb. 26
11:10am: Field Ex-
perience in Sierra 
Leone Info Session 
(Kraemer Room)
7pm: Panel on 
Queer Parenting 
(Hurvis Room)
Wednesday Feb. 27
6pm: Sentry Info 
Session (Kraemer 
Room)
8pm: Jazz Band 
Concert (Stans-
bury Theater)
9pm: Shea Love 
Performs Spoken 
Word Poetry (Café)
Thursday Feb. 28
8pm: Winter Term 
Theater Arts Pro-
duction (Cloak 
Theater)
9pm: Comedy in 
the Café: Auggie 
Smith (Café) 
Conference.With the conference meet this weekend, the Vikings will be looking to improve upon last year’s finishes. Senior Sam Stevens reasoned, “The most important area we need to score 
points in is the individual events. While relays are important, we need some individuals to step up and grab some serious points.”The Conference meet will be held Friday and Saturday, Feb. 22 and 23 in Monmouth, Illinois.
continued from page 5
Track
become pure comic relief, but Soni somehow managed to infuse an intangible but ever-present sense of vulnerable clarity to his performance, something I have seen even the best and brightest actors struggle with. Given that “Safety Not Guaranteed” marks his first feature film performance, I eagerly and expectantly await Soni’s future career in the indus-try. Mark Duplass, who plays the time traveler himself, is also high-ly dexterous in his role. Displaying the kind of elasticity and comic timing we’ve come to expect from him in films such as “The Puffy 
Chair” and “Greenberg,” Duplass also flexes his dramatic muscles, showing us just how much range he is truly capable of. In every one of his scenes, he manages to fill the screen with all sorts of complicated and mixed emotions, reminding us just how confusing it is to be a human being.Everyone just seems to have been on the same page with “Safety Not Guaranteed.” Not a single element of the film feels out of place or confused. The score, by Ryan Miller, who also scored “Disturbia” and “Wedding Crashers,” creates a perfect mood, blooming outwards from a simple and basic concept into something much more complex and grandi-ose, just as the film does the same. The editors similarly seem to be in sync with the rest of the 
film’s crew. Many films, includ-ing some classics, are redefined in the cutting room, but every shot of “Safety Not Guaranteed” feels like it was designed to be put exactly where it is. Nothing is wasted, and the clarity of writer Derek Connolly’s script is well preserved.“Safety Not Guaranteed” has been completely overlooked this year. In part, this is because of its nature as a comedy and small budget, but that shouldn’t keep anybody from giving it a try. As yet another film in Netflix’s ever expanding library, chances are it’s already at your disposal.
“Safety Not Guaranteed” 
is available on Netflix Instant 
Streaming indefinitely.
continued from page 9
Safety
